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Abstract: Because of its responsibility for managing a World

Heritage Site, the Côa Va//ey Archaeological Park (PAVC) has a

specific policy with regard to its stakeholders. Most local stake-

holders and a large segment of the community have not yet real-

ized that the region's achievement of sustainable development

wi// rest on general upgrading ofthe socioeconomic structure.

The aim of this paper is to explain why the PAVC advocates that

the ability of the region to provide high-quality products and ser-

vires, which match the inesiimable significance ofthe Côa Valley

rock art, wi// determine the success of a development project for

the region based on cultural tourism. After an introductory

overview of global cultural heritage management guidelines, we

examine the cha//enges the PAVC faces in trying to establish

specific management, preservation, and development strategies

in this area of Portugal. We also discuss how, in certain cases,

fo//owing completely "politica//y correct stakeholder andcommunity-friendly" 

guidelines can endanger the preservation

of our common cultural heritage.

Over the past few decades, the international archaeological

community has paid increasing interest to conservation her-

itage management (CHM) problems, as one can see from the

vast literature concerning this matter (for references on the

subject, see Matero et ai. 1998). This hasoccurred fortwo rea-

sons. Initially archaeoIogists realized that every research proj-

ect should take ,.I holistic approach to the site or sites under

investigation and that preservation and presentation nlatters

should be vil'wcd in thc same milnner, Latcr it was bclicvcd

that ifarchaco«)gists ()r protcssionals fr(ym rclated disciplines

did not managc (i.c., preserve and prcscnt) cultural hcritagc

rcsourccs thclnsclvcs, pcrhaps rcsponsihili-tyt()r thcn1 would hc
gi\'cn to ad,ninistrah)rS wh() lackcd a prcsl'r\'atio!1 pcrspcctivc.

To fully appreciate and understand stakeholders, we

need to know how to identify, assess, and establish the best

methods of communication with them. A brief discussion

aims to highlight the important role that stakeholders piar in

the implementation of CHM processes. To some extentit also

provides a basis for questioning a "politically correct" view of

the inyolvement of community and stakeholders that under-

lies some authors' approaches to this issue. These approaches

sometimes overemphasize the importance of stakeholders

when implementing cultural heritage conservation projects.

The nc;Jtion that everything in the managementimplementa-

tion process must be done in accordance with or respecting

stakeholders' demands or needs is advocated by some authors.

This line of thought has madeits way, unquestioned, into the

mainstream of CHM thinking.'

The involvement of stakeholders is crucial to the success

of any given CHM project. Nevertheless, we seek to demon-

strate that in specific circumstances local stakeholders' and

communities' ambitions should not jeopardizé the higher

aim: the preservation ofcultural heritage resources.

Stakeholders can be located far from a particular
region and still have an interest in the development or

preservation of its resources. This concern mar stem from

their desire to preserve something valuable to them as mem-

bers of the wider community. In this sense, ali those who
have proved themselves committed to the pr~servation of

humankind's common legacy mar have a legitimare stake-

holder intcrest in the managcmcnt or detense of the ~)rcser-
vation ofCôaValley rock art, Local Côa stakl'hl!lucrs Ill'CU to

bc aware that the sigilit1cancc of thc vallcy's rock art m.1kcs it

an invaluablc tcstimonyto ali humankinu, 'I'he tilct ll1al il is

II!CaleU in"tl1cir" rcgion uocs flot illlrinsically tllakc Ihcm the
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sole or even the most decisive voices when discussing the

management and tourism use of the rock art and overall

development strategies.

Identification of Stakeholders

are several different kinds of communities and stake-
'. The community can be local, national, international,

specific, such as the archaeological community. They alI
."stakeholders:' the term being understood

individuaIs or groups of individuaIs who, whatever their
c. have a specific interest in the way any given resource

this case, cultural heritage) is managed. The number of
--! Because of their interest, stake-

can either directly or indirectly affect CHM, in ways
from everyday decisions to long-term resolutions.

zations do not work in a void or for themselves. These orga-
nizations, as any others, are integrated in a given society and
are, in fact, the most empowered of stakeholders. Neverthe-
less, they need to be aware that it is society that delegates to
CHM organizations the authority and the obligation to pro-
tect something that possesses important values to that given

society.
Súitable communication methods must be established

to ensure that the message is delivered effectively to commu-
nities and stakeholders. This can be achieved by promoting
innovative and extended educational programs or by well-
targeted information and promotion campaigns. Itcan also be
accomplished by engaging influential and popular individuaIs
within the community, establishing them as proficient com-
munication channels for reaching the population. CHM orga-
nizations have to be active rather than reactive, trying actively
to reach stakeholders and communities since they must be
involved in the planning process from the start.Attitudes and Wide- Ranging Discussion

adoption of an open attitude by CHM organizations,

Hall and McArthur (1998) describe as "being the facilita-

," will certainly foster their relationship with stakeholders.
, this does not mean that CHM managers should

-Nevertheless, a

---~.-'-~ iterative process of discussion with the commu-

and the many stakeholders on relevant matters (objec-

-, strategies, overall philosophical conservation and
--"~c-," approaches, etc.) must be established in order to

"-- the medi um- and long-term success of a CHM project.

Assessing the socioeconomic and cultural status of the

'--". --be a helpful tool in adjusting communication
"-_o -, so that the information CHM organizations trans-

wilI be reasonably welI understood. This wilI avoid time-
"--~ o :- misinterpretations and wilI clarify positions so

alI parties know what they can expect from one other.

The Côa Valley Case Study: Changing Roles of
Stakeholders and Community

Communication Processes

The local community needsreedback, whether it realizes it or
-" from involved organizations in order to fully appreciate

, judge the significance of its own cultural heritage. At the

-.." even allowing for different communication strate-

the discou(se of managers is often biased by their own

, interests, or views and 'even, regrettably, is sometimes

by the highest bidder" (Hall and McArthur 1998:55),
ís not very helpful when trying to gain the trust of

.Managers must understand that CHM organi-

The Côa Valley Archaeological Park (PAVC) was created in

1997 and given the responsibility to "manage, protect and

organize for public visits, including the setting up of museum

facilities, the monuments included in the special protection

zone of the Côa Valley" (Zilhão 1998). A year later UNESCO

classified the Côa Valley rock art as World Cultural Heritage.

The roughly 1,200 engravings inscribed in schist, ranging in

age from the Upper Palaeolithic to the present and located

mostly along the banks ofthe final 17 kilometers of theCôa

River, form the core of the cultural heritage management

project in the Côa Valley (figs. 1-3).,

The Côa Valley Archaeological Park was bom of the

need to preserve an invaluable assemblage of open-air rock art

that was threíltened by the construction of a damo In this con-

text, the creat1~n of the park encountered fierce resistance

from the supporters of the dam who believed that the dam

was going to bring progress and development to the region

(see Femandes 2003J. Therefore', from the beginning, a

significant part of the local population did not endorse the

implementation of an altemative project govemed bywjde-

ranging conservationist, nature-friendly policies, which

aimed to value heritage and to incorporate into regional

development the concept of World Heritage.

For a majority of the local population and stakeholders,

the creation of the park was considered a defeat, as they
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FIGURE 1 Area of the Côa Valley. One of the most

ill1porlant parI wine estates in the region. Quinta

de Santa Maria de Ervamoira. can be seen in the

'",ckground. Photo: CNART (Centro Nacional

de Arte Rupestre). () IPA (Instituto Português

de Arqueol?gia)

tem, see Ferna~des 2003; Zilhão 1998). Nevertheless, in the
seven years the park has been open, 130,000 individuaIs have
already visited the engravings (information provided by the
PAVC's accountant's office).

Intluentiallocal stakeholders fancied questionable the-
matic parks and wanted to offer completely free access to the
engravings. Their concept of development for the area
included the creation of low-investment Disneyland-esque
tourist structures such as on-site souvenir shops, food outlets,
parking facilities, and amusement attractions-as if more
than the rock art was needed to provide a quality visitor expe-
rience appealing to a broad cross-section of the general pub-
lic. The main concern was to try to capture huge visito r
numbers that could generate "astronomic" income tlows while
bypassing large private investments and the upgrading of
socioeconomic and cultural structures. It is .plain to see that
this development concept3 would endanger the preservation
of the Côa Valley rock art in its full integrity an<J authenticity,
especially if one considers the quite untouched context in
which the engravings had survived hitherto. The most heeded
local stakeholders and therefore an important part of the
community give little value to the engravings-usually
referred as "doodles done by the millers" who worked on the
riverbanks until the 1950S. From their perspective, the' only
benefit would have been economic by taking the approach

preferred the claro, the construction of which assured them a

steady flow of income for at least two years. Local stakehold-
ers felt that an urban elitist minority (stakeholders them-

selves, nevertheless)who had Dever paid any attention to that

underdeveloped rural interior area of Portugal had imposed
the creation of the park and subsequent halt in thedam con-

struction (Gonçalves 2001a). Within thePortuguese adminis-;

trative and poli ti cal system, the creation of an archaeological

park of roughly 200 square kilometers under the Ministry of

Culture caused evident turmoil in the relationships between

public institutions. Divergences occurred among the existing'

agriculture, land management, and environment agenciesbut

mainly with the local administrations, who were heirs to a

strong municipal tradition in Portugal. .

Hence, it is no surprise that much of the regional popu-
lation regarded the park with animosity. Adding to the situa-

tion, some importanto national government investment

projects werepostponed or delayed, an example of the latter
being the construction of a museum devoted to tqe valley's

rock art that would expand the region's capacity to receive vis-

itors. But th'e chief complaint, especially on the part of t~e

municipality, concerned the visitation system, which, in arder
to preserve the authenticity and integrity of the engravings

and their .surroundings, allows only a limited number of visi-.

tors per dar (for a detailed consultation and review of this sys-





FIGURE 4 The garbage cans of Vila Nova de Foz CÔa. Photo C António Pedro

Batarda Fernandes, Parque Arqueológico do Vale do CÔa

advocated above in which tourism development carne first

and only afterward preservation and holistic management of

the CÔa Valley rock art resource.
In the CÔa Valley case, we believe it is important to clar-

ify what is understood by the type of sustainable devel.opn'let;lt

that incorporates public presentation of the rock art. oJr

mo dei, which determined the implementation of the "low-

impact" visitation scheme (see Fernandes 2003), agrees with

that of the World Commission on Environment and Develop-

ment, which defines this concept as "development that meets

the needs of the present without compromising the ability of

future generations to meet their own needs" (WCED, cited in

Lélé 1991:611). In this sense, the rock art cultural resource must

be seen as a fundamental but nonrenewable element of a r

tainable development vision for the region.

It was precisely the prominence and importance of

that the World Heritage concept encompasses that began

reverse the situation, causing a growing number of -, ..

ers to change their minds and start supporting the r

policies. In fact, the prestige, visibility, and publicity r--

ated with the "Côa Valley World Heritage brand" is 1

being used by locaIs in the promotion of their r-- :I

they seek to certify them as authentic quality items and r

vices. Some cases are more successful than others (fig. 4).

Instrumental to the success of this slow but .'--

process of changing mentalities was the PAVC's

Although seeking the active involvement of ali,

the park strongly supports national, international, and .

cially regional or local stakeholders \

their management philosophy the offer of quality

and services. In the long ruo only a culture of

(based either on already existing "products"-rock art, .

wine, olive oil, gastronomy, or landscape-or on new, ,

uine, and socioecologically sound products) will (

and maintain the success of sustainable development for

region. Among the examples of stakeholders using (

apprQach, are local and national government. .'. .'

restaurants, cafés, teahouses, hostels,

operators, and Port wine {

ities or small on-site museums. The above-mentioned .

holders are experiencing good results as a I ~ upgrading 1heir offerings and also of their association

the Côa rock art World Heritage brand (fig. 5) ( 2003:103-4).

FIGURE 5 Some of the local traditional agricultural prod-

ucts that the PAVC sells in its reception centers: port

wine, honey, and olive oil. Photo e António Pedra

Batarda Fernandes, Parque Arqueológico do Vale do CÔa
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In addition to promoting a first-rate overall cultural

tourism offering in the area, beginnirig with a quality experi-

ence visiting the rock art sites (small groups of visitors view-

ing rock art in a relatively untouched environment located in

a characteristic landscape), the PAVC aims through this policy

to lead the way in improving most stakeholders' procedures by
.."- -the long-term benefits of such a change. Hall

McArthur (1998:54) believe that "stakeholders set defini-

of quality that managers work towards." In the case of

stakeholders, this is what is taking place in the CÔa,

here, conversely, it was the management principIes

by the PAVC that established new definitions of

As stated, the political and social circumstances of the
, r , that was somewhat hostile

the implementation of the park's management policies.
,-~. .is being dissipated slowly but gradually as stake-

to see and plan for the long-term, sustainable,

where illiteracy levels

among the numerous aged population (see

2003:96-97); lnstead of opting for an entirely

deliberately chose to,
development---'"

However, this is a slow process, and it will take time

to fully understand that the future of this

in sustainable tourism that takes advantage of the

invaluable heritage coupled with the provision of

and services.

.Anti-Developrnent Fundarnentalisrn
Plain Good Sense?

Another criticism sometimes heard is that archaeolo-

gists are preservation fundamentalists who turn up their Doses

at any development project. As the Côa Valley case study

demonstrates, when most local stakeholders have an every-
I

one-for-himself approach to CHM and when their proposals,

needs, or development concepts endanger the preservation of

cultural heritage, a liDe has to be drawn.

CHM bodies have a preservation pact with alI

humankind that must be kept. Rational and reasonable preser-

vation policies-such as the ones implemented in the Côa

Valley-"dictate" that some stakeholders' ambitions cannot be

taken into account if we want to safeguard cultural heritage

properties. As Jacobs and Gale (1994:1-8) point out~ there is a

profound difference of approach and management goals

between what they define as "heritage industry" and "sustain-

able tourism." Although the involvement of stakeholders in

cultural heritage management is essential, sometimes less con-

ciliatory decisions have to be taken. These situations can alise

when stakeholder interests are impossible to reconcile, when a

specific stakeholder's demand is incompatible with the preser-

vation ofheritage, or when a substantial portion oflocal stake-

holders favor the construction of dams over the preservation

of significant cultural heritage sites. In the case of the Côa, if

the most influential local stakeholders and the considerable

part of the community that favored the dam had their way, the

rock art sites would not have been saved from flooding. How-

ever, political decisions such as the one that stopped the con-

struction of the dam as weli as the implemented management

strategies have to be clearly explained so that ali parties under-

stand why some demands, wishes, or ambitions cannot bé met

and to assure that the entire process istransparent.

The Côa Valiey case study demonstrates the difficulties

of the holistic, open, modero approach to cultural heritage

management. Nevertheless, a weli-integrated and productive

set of organizations devoted to the preservation and public

presentation of global cultural heritage must be aware that the

conflict between development and preservation with ali that it

entails mày force them, at times, to take a stand, to draw a liDe.

Although the ~rguments p!esented in the introductory section

and in the Côa case study mar be somewhat contradictory, we

believe that politically correct stakeholder and community-

friendly guidelines might not sometimes serve long-term

preservation needs or sustainable development options. In

our opinion, the long-term preservation of the Côa Valley

rock art is dependent on the success of the park's imple-

mented management strategies. At the same time, the possi-

bility for successful sustainable tourism development in the

aware that some may.accuse the park of conducting a
.,.. fundamentalist approach to the manage-

the Côa Valley ina socioeconomic context not fully
, to understand the reach of most of the imple-

mented conservation and development strategies. We do not

-..art or cultural heritage in general,should be

fully accessible to or appreciated by only a few chosen con-
noisseurs. Nor do we c~nsider that it "belongs" only to a

l~cal community that descends more or less directly Eram
makers of a given cultural heritage feature. We do not
that planning for or attempting to assure the sustainable

of the rock art and subsequently of the development

and other economic avenues in the area is an elit-

fundamentalist approach. We believe it to be just plain
sense.



Jrea lies in the endurance of the rock arfo Since the two are

lItterly entwined, it is clear that any disproportion in the

tollrism development/preservation equation would have a

tremendous and perhaps irreversible impacto Even if we agree
with Liwieratos's (2004) state~ent that "there is a greater

chance of achieving sustainable conservation through devel-

opment if responsibilities are shifted to the public," we also

b~lieve that, before such a change, it isvital tomake sure that
the public and lhe stakeholders, especially local ones, a~ truly

prepared to deal wisely with lhe responsibility of contributing

decisively to lhe management of a World Heritage Siteo

,,--.,--. 20mb. Da "pré-história" à história do caso de Foz Cóa.

.In O caso ,te foz C'Óa: Um laboratório de análise sociopolítica, ed.
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Hall, C. M., and S. McArthur. 1998. Integrated Site Management:

Principies and Praclice. London: The Stationery Office.
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Cultural Siteso Canberra: Australian Governrnent Publishing
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Lélé, S. 1991. Sustainable developrnent: A critica! review. World
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